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Abstract
Purpose: Interdisciplinary rounds (IDRs) in the intensive care unit (ICU) are increasingly recommended
to support quality improvement, but uncertainty exists about assessing the quality of IDRs. We
developed, tested, and applied an instrument to assess the quality of IDRs in ICUs.
Materials and Methods: Delphi rounds were done to analyze videotaped patient presentations and
elaborated together with previous literature search. The IDR Assessment Scale was developed,
statistically tested, and applied to 98 videotaped patient presentations during 22 IDRs in 3 ICUs for
adults in 2 hospitals in Groningen, The Netherlands.
Results: The IDR Assessment Scale had 19 quality indicators, subdivided in 2 domains: “patient plan of
care” and “process.” Indicators were “essential” or “supportive.” The interrater reliability of 9
videotaped patient presentations among at least 3 raters was satisfactory (κ = 0.85). The overall item
score correlations between 3 raters were excellent (r = 0.80-0.94). Internal consistency in 98 videotaped
patient presentations was acceptable (α = .78). Application to IDRs demonstrated that indicators could
be unambiguously rated.
Conclusions: The quality of IDRs in the ICU can be reliably assessed for patient plan of care and process
with the IDR Assessment Scale.
© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Interdisciplinary rounds (IDRs) are meetings in which
health care professionals from different disciplines
collaborate to develop an integrated plan of care for the
individual patient [1]. The goal is to increase the quality of
patient care by sharing information, addressing patient
problems, and planning and evaluating treatment [1]. In the
intensive care unit (ICU), IDRs are recommended to
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support quality improvement and to reduce preventable
patient harm and conflicts [1,2]. This recommendation was
initiated by evidence that ineffective interdisciplinary
communication among medical teams is a leading cause
of preventable patient harm and a source of severe
conflicts within ICUs [3–5].

Although there is no ambiguity about the goal of the
IDR, the execution varies because IDRs are complicated by
factors including limited time, multiple targets, patient
instability, highly technical therapies, and varied responsi-
bilities of different providers [6–8]. However, there are
neither uniform methods nor published reports to assess the
quality of IDRs. Well qualified IDRs are considered to be
rounds in which the appropriate plan of care is agreed to,
understood, and executed as planned by all care providers
[8,9]. Studies that have investigated IDRs have emphasized
that several attributes (ie, the use of checklists, understan-
ding daily patient goals) and key behaviors (ie, effective
coordination to support task and information management,
strong leadership behavior focused on an open atmosphere,
and support for team members by defining boundaries and
expectations) are essential to execute well qualified IDRs in
the ICU [8,10–12]. The synthesis of these studies may
provide valuable information but does not provide a
validated assessment instrument. An assessment instrument
aimed at the quality of the IDR would be consistent with
patient safety measurements that provide a more compre-
hensive measure of the safety and quality within the ICU
[2,13–15]. The purpose of this study is to develop, test, and
apply an assessment instrument to measure the quality of
IDRs in ICUs.
Table 1 Criteria for assessment instruments identified in a
literature search

1. Measures both the patient plan of care (technical
performance) and team processes [18]

2. Based on literature review and associated with improved
outcomes [22]

3. Capable of measuring multiple patients with multiple
conditions [8]

4. Fosters an interdisciplinary approach [8]
5. Describes each quality indicator in terms of observable
behavior [17]

6. Capable of measuring the effectiveness of different aims and
approaches of the IDR in the ICU [21]

7. Capable of measuring interventions for improvement related
to the IDR (before and after test) [18]

8. Indicators are statistically tested [22]

References for each criterion are noted.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Tool development

Tool development was established in 4 consecutive steps,
namely, (1) criteria for assessments instruments, (2) Delphi
rounds combined with previous literature search, (3)
application of the instrument, and (4) data and statistical
analysis. These steps are discussed in the sections below.

2.2. Criteria for assessment instruments

A literature search was done that identified 2 different
types of criteria for instruments about assessing team
processes in the ICU. The first type of criteria referred to
investigations about patient safety, such as reducing the
incidence of central line infections by using checklists for
catheter insertion and maintenance [16]. Instruments to
improve patient safety in the ICU were based on findings
from the aviation industry and Formula 1 racing teams
because of the long history of measuring and improving
teamwork to prevent and mitigate errors [17,18]. The second
type of criteria referred to team and patient care processes in
ICUs, such as the social-professional structure of complex
interdisciplinary organizations [19]. Eight criteria revealed
by this second type were used to develop the assessment
instrument for evaluating the quality of IDRs (Table 1)
[13,20–23].

The first criterion was satisfied by including 2 domains in
the instrument: (1) “patient plan of care,” to reflect the
technical performance from the initial identification of a goal
to the evaluative phase, and (2) “process,” to reflect the team
processes that are important to ensure that the appropriate
plan of care is agreed, understood, and executed as planned
by all care providers (Table 2). The second criterion (“based
on literature review and associated with improved out-
comes”) was satisfied by the literature review. For the third
criterion (“measuring multiple patients with multiple condi-
tions”), choices were made to score the quality of each
discussed patient plan of care during the IDR because the
execution and team compositions of IDRs may differ
between ICUs [6–8,11]. Therefore, the assessment was
concentrated on the patient level. It was possible to score the
leading intensivist while discussing several patient plans of
care to assess the IDRs by several intensivists at a time.

To satisfy the fourth criterion (“fosters an interdisciplin-
ary approach”), quality indicators to assess different pro-
fessions were included. The construction of this assessment
instrument allowed enlargement for additional specialist
consultants. The fifth criterion (“describes each quality
indicator in terms of observable behavior”) was processed in
the description of the quality indicators. Observable
behaviors were defined as observable, nontechnical beha-
viors that contributed to performance within the work
environment. To evaluate the sixth criterion (“capable of
measuring the effectiveness of different aims and approaches
of the IDR in the ICU”), the instrument was tested in 3 ICUs
for adults in 2 different hospitals that used different
procedures for IDRs; all indicators could be unambiguously



Table 2 Application of the interdisciplinary round assessment scale in clinical scenarios in 3 intensive care units

ICU 1 (medical ICU)
46 patients, 5 rounds,
5 intensivists

ICU 2 (surgical ICU)
23 patients, 3 rounds,
3 intensivists

ICU 3 (general ICU)
29 patients, 14 rounds,
6 intensivists

n (%) n (%) n (%)

Patient plan of care
1. Main problem discussed 24 (52) 17 (74) 29 (100)
2. Diagnostic plan discussed 31 (67) 22 (96) 29 (100)
3. The (provisional) goal formulated 18 (39) 18 (78) 29 (100)
4. Long-term interventions (≥16 h) discussed 16 (35) 8 (35) 7 (24)
5. Patient greatest risk discussed 23 (50) 5 (22) 22 (75)
6. Secondary problems discussed 44 (96) 22 (96) 25 (86)
7. Plan of care for secondary problems discussed 36 (78) 22 (96) 23 (79)
8. Short-term (b16 h) interventions discussed 45 (98) 22 (96) 28 (97)
Process
9. Expectations made clear by consultants 41 (89) 23 (100) 27 (93)
10. Input of junior physicians encouraged 19 (41) 16 (70) 21 (72)
11. Are there questions for junior physicians? 29 (63) 15 (65) 22 (76)
12. Junior physician asks for advice/information 4 (9) 3 (13) 2 (7)
13. Leader checks whether junior physician knows what to
do according to patient plan of care

1 (2) 3 (13) 4 (14)

14. Input of nurses encouraged 39 (85) 23 (100) 22 (76)
15. Are there questions for nurse? 42 (91) 23 (100) 23 (79)
16. ICU nurse acts proactively and assertively about patient
plan of care

31 (67) 12 (52) 4 (14)

17. Leader checks whether the nurse knows what to do
according to patient plan of care

31 (67) 12 (52) 4 (14)

18. Summary given 16 (35) 15 (65) 26 (90)
19. It is clear who is responsible for performing tasks 10 (22) 2 (9) 14 (48)

The sum of ICU 1, 2, and 3 is 98 patient presentations. Interdisciplinary Rounds Assessment Scale: each item was answered with 1 (no), 2 (doubt), or 3 (yes).
Some indicators had the “not applicable option”; however, this did not apply to scale items 1, 3, 18, and 19. Data are reported as “number (%) of the yes-
rating” (responses of no, doubt, and not applicable are not shown). Essential indicators revealed by factor analysis are in bold text.
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rated. To satisfy the seventh criterion (“capable of measuring
interventions for improvement related to the IDR [before and
after test]”), an intervention was conducted with before and
after measurement. This nonrandomized intervention study
measured control and intervention groups after a leadership
training with this instrument and was reported in detail
elsewhere [28]. Statistical testing was applied to satisfy the
eighth criterion.

2.3. Delphi rounds

To develop quality indicators for assessing IDRs, Delphi
rounds were organized, which consisted of 2 intensivists, 2
psychologists, 1 ICU manager, 2 ICU nurses, and the first
author (ETH). Delphi rounds have been used in initial
research about topics with little or no previous research, may
help build a theoretical foundation for the issue being
studied, and may provide the details for developing
instruments [18].

During the Delphi rounds, 10 patient presentations were
carefully analyzed that were videotaped during IDRs led by
different intensivists in 2 ICUs for adults in a university
medical center. Appropriate and inappropriate behaviors
were highlighted. These findings were compared with
previous literature search in which attributes and key
behaviors were extracted if the text provided empirical
information on improved outcomes to patients or ICU
professionals, which were related to or able to be applied to
an IDR in the ICU [8,10–12]. These attributes and key
behaviors were already described in the Introduction section.

Synthesis of this review showed 4 common themes:
technical performance (including goals), communication
with caregivers in different disciplines, coordination of the
different disciplines, and the division into essential and
supporting indicators. Further analysis identified descriptive
elements for each indicator. During 3 consecutive sessions,
indicators and their descriptive elements were revised during
the analysis of the 10 different videotaped presentations and
prepared for use in the IDR Assessment Scale instrument.

2.4. The application of the instrument

To test the application of the IDR Assessment Scale, this
instrument was applied to 98 videotaped patient presentations
during 22 IDRs in 3 ICUs for adults, led by 14 different
intensivists during June 2009 and December 2010. Two ICUs
(1 medical and 1 surgical) were located in a university
medical center for intensive care and had combined
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approximately 1500 patients admitted per year. The other
general ICU, located in a university-affiliated teaching
hospital, had approximately 600 patients admitted per year.
In both hospitals, daily IDRs were organized separate from
morning rounds and reports at changes of shifts. During these
IDRs, the intensivists led the sessions; junior physicians gave
clinical patient presentations; and bedside nurses and
consultants gave additional relevant and current information.

In all 3 ICUs, IDRs started at 11 AM. Before the IDR
started, the video camera was placed in the corner of the
meeting room to enable rating of all participants. At the end
of the IDR, the video camera was removed. One of the raters
stayed during the IDR in the same meeting room to rate the
performance of each participant. The planning of video-
taping the IDRs was tailored to the shifts of the leading
intensivists to enable the rating of different participants.

All participants gave formal approval for the videotaping
of IDRs. The Medical Ethical Testing Committee of the
University of Groningen waived institutional research board
approval for videotaping IDRs in the ICUs.

The usability and face validity of the instrument were
examined by determining the amount of training time
necessary to instruct another intensivist and ICU nurse
about the appropriate use of the instrument. Both ICU
professionals volunteered for this study. An instrument
manual was prepared, and it was explained to the intensivist
and nurse by trainers with both a communication and
medical background; 1 videotaped patient presentation was
rated to check whether definitions were applied uniformly.
Then, another 2 patient presentations were randomly selected
and rated separately. The results were compared, and the
training was defined as adequate when κ is greater than 70%.
The amount of training time necessary to instruct another
intensivist and ICU nurse to use this instrument adequately
was approximately 1.5 hours.

2.5. Statistical analysis

Of the 108 videotaped patient presentations, 10 patient
presentations were used during the Delphi rounds to
determine the quality indicators and were excluded from
further statistical analysis. Of the remaining 98 patient
presentations, 9 randomly selected videotaped patient pre-
sentations were used to test the interrater reliability of the
quality indicators by 3 raters. These 3 raters included 1
intensivist, 1 ICU nurse, and 1 author (ETH). An online
multirater Cohen κ calculator was used to assess outcomes
per quality indicator for the 3 raters of each patient
presentation [24]. Adequate interrater agreement was defined
by κ of 0.70 or higher [25,26]. Because the interrater
agreement was more than adequate, the remaining 89 patient
presentations were further tested by 1 of these 3 raters. To
diminish bias due to the fact that the developed methods
created a shared understanding, another 26 of the in total 98
patient presentations were corroborated by an additional
independent nonmedical rater.
The intraclass correlation was examined by measuring the
average score correlation between pairs of raters (1 intensivist
[rater 1], 1 author [ETH, rater 2], and 1 ICU nurse [rater 3]).
Pearson correlation coefficients (r) were determined.

Internal consistency was measured for 98 videotaped
patient presentations with Cronbach α. Internal consistency
ranged from 0 to 1. Acceptable reliability was defined by α =
.6 to .7, and good reliability was defined by α ≥ .8 [25].

A confirmatory factor analysis was conducted on the
indicators using principal components extraction with
varimax rotation to confirm the subdividing into essential
and supportive indicators by the Delphi rounds [27]. As a
criterion, a cutoff point of 0.6 was used for indicators in the
rotated factor loading matrix.

The application of the instrument was tested by measuring
the presence of quality indicators during IDRs in 3 ICUs.
3. Results

3.1. Interdisciplinary round assessment scale

To assess the quality of the IDRs, the IDR Assessment
Scale was constructed with 19 quality indicators that were
based on literature review and Delphi rounds (Table 2). The
scale was subdivided into the 2 domains: “patient plan of
care” and “process.” The first domain included 8 quality
indicators, and the main and secondary problems were
distinguished by Delphi rounds. The ICU patient may have
multiple secondary problems, so it was deemed relevant to
assess whether the discussion about secondary problems
does not adversely affect the discussion of the main problem.
Of these 8 indicators, 5 were qualified as essential indicators
by both Delphi rounds and factor analysis (Table 2).

The “process” domain had 11 quality indicators, including
3 that were added by Delphi rounds. The indicator “junior
physician asks for advice” was added because IDRs may be
important learning opportunities. The indicator “ICU nurse
acts proactively and assertively” was added because the
nurse's performance was important in influencing the
discussion of the patient plan of care. The indicator “summary
given” was necessary because of the complexity of the
discussed plans of care. Of these 11 indicators, another 5 were
qualified as essential indicators by both Delphi rounds and
factor analysis (Table 2). The assessment of leadership
behavior was included implicitly and not as a separate item
because leadership behavior may be important to interdisci-
plinary teams in providing coordinated and safe patient care.

All 19 quality indicators were described in terms of
observable behavior that was explained in the manual, which
was necessary for use of this assessment instrument.

The raters qualified their observations with the definition
of the quality indicator using a 3-point scale indicating
whether the behavior occurred during each individual patient
presentation [29]:
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1. No. The behavior was not observed.
2. Doubt/inconsistent. Verbalizations or behaviors were

inconsistent with the quality indicator.
3. Yes. The behavior was clearly observed and consistent

with the quality indicator.

Some items had a “not applicable” option if the indicator
could not be rated. For an optimally executed IDR, all 10
essential indicators were rated with “yes” or “not applicable”
(Table 2).

3.2. Application of the instrument

Applying the IDR Assessment Scale to 98 ICU patient
presentations showed that the frequency of discussing the
main problem, diagnostic plan, and (provisional) goal
differed per ICU (Table 2). The quality indicators as the
expectations by the consultant were made clear and input of
nurses was encouraged were often affirmatively rated in
most IDRs in all 3 ICUs. The quality indicators such as
long-term intervention discussed, it is clear who is
responsible for performing tasks, and indicators about the
junior physicians were less discussed. All indicators could
be unambiguously rated.

3.3. Statistical analysis

The interrater reliability of the IDR Assessment Scale
among the 3 raters showed adequate agreement (κ = 0.85).
The interrater reliability among the fourth rater who rated at
random 26 of the 98 patient presentations also showed
adequate agreement (κ = 0.82). The variable number of raters
did not affect the interrater values.
Table 3 Factor analysis results: essential indicators for which
criteria with a rating of “Yes” would be expected

Criteria First domain of the factor
analysis (factor loadings)

1. Main problem discussed 0.917
2. Diagnostic plan discussed 0.897
3. Provisional goal formulated 0.897
4. Long-term therapeutic items
(≥16 h) discussed

0.797

5. Patient greatest risk discussed 0.668
9. Expectations made clear by
consultants

0.762

10. Input of junior physicians
encouraged

0.710

14. Input of nurses encouraged 0.732
18. Summary given 0.867
19. It is clear who is responsible for
performing tasks

0.710

Comprised by the first domain of the factor analysis from the IDR
Assessment Scale.
Intraclass correlation coefficient (0.72) showed fair
reproducibility between the observers. The overall item
score correlations between 3 raters were excellent. There was
a significant correlation between rater 1 (intensivist) and
rater 2 (first author) (r = 0.83; P b .0001), rater 1 (intensivist)
and rater 3 (ICU nurse) (r = 0.8; P b .000), and rater 2 (first
author) and rater 3 (ICU nurse) (r = 0.94; P b .0001). Internal
consistency was acceptable (α = .78).

Factor analysis confirmed the solution by the Delphi
rounds of the essential indicators within the first domain on a
cutoff point of 0.6 for indicators in the rotated factor loading
matrix (Table 3). The instrument demonstrated face validity.
4. Discussion

Interdisciplinary rounds are important to support quality
improvement in patient care. However, IDRs are time and
cost consuming, and no instrument is available in previous
research to assess their quality. The present study describes
the development and application of an IDR Assessment
Scale with 19 quality indicators, subdivided in 10 essential
and 9 supportive indicators and in 2 domains (“patient plan
of care” and “process”), important to assess the quality of
an IDR.

Our assessment instrument provides feedback on the
process and aim of the IDRs, namely, to increase the quality
of patient care by sharing information, addressing patient
problems, and planning and evaluating treatment. Further-
more, the evaluation of this feedback may depend on the IDR
goals as determined by the ICU staff.

Our study with videotaped patient presentations focused
on observable behavior during the IDRs, in contrast with
other studies that had been predominantly done with self-
report surveys. A strength of the use of an assessment
instrument is the identification of issues that are not
immediately obvious to participating ICU staff. Issues such
as “goal formulated,” “summary given,” or “clarity in
coordination” may not be easily detected by self-report
studies. A second strength of the IDR Assessment Scale is
that it integrates both technical performance (“patient plan of
care” domain) and the communication and coordination
aspects (“process” domain), whereas previous studies
considered these domains separately. Finally, this assess-
ment scale may evaluate the use of checklists aimed to
structure the IDRs because if these checklists contained
elements that pose risks or that exclude important elements,
they may be neither effective nor efficient at improving
patient care [30].

Limitations of the present study include the absence of
any assessment of the scores for predictive value for any type
of patient outcomes, such as length of stay or prevalence of
catheter related bloodstream infections. A second limitation
includes the awareness of being videotaped, and this may
have affected the discourse in IDR that was being evaluated.
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A second limitation includes the awareness of being
videotaped, and this may have affected the discourse in
IDR that was being evaluated. However, participants were
strictly informed about the purpose of this rating, and their
videotaped IDRs were not used for demonstration of any
behavior. Participants declared, in personal communication
with the author, to forget being videotaped after 1 patient
presentation.

Furthermore, we studied only 3 ICUs in 2 hospitals in the
same region in The Netherlands, and this may have limited
the ability to generalize the present findings. Further testing
of the general applicability of the IDR Assessment Scale is
necessary because there may be relevant structural differ-
ences between ICUs, such as staffing level and open vs
closed unit type, units with teaching obligations, and rounds
being held in crowded hallways or quiet rooms. The
sometimes suboptimal circumstances, in which IDRs can
take place, may generate more difficulties in observing
behaviors. However, the construction of the IDR Assessment
Scale on the patient level may limit the differences in which
ICUs evaluate IDRs.

In general, ICU staff's aim for daily optimal quality of
care and daily IDR is regarded to be helpful in this process.
Indeed, the association between quality of communication
and patient outcomes is repeatedly demonstrated by
retrospective analyses of incidents and adverse event reports
[4]; although the attention of clinicians is claimed by medical
choices in diagnostics and therapeutic strategies, other
aspects such as determination of short- and long-term goals
in care and coordination of activities should also be well run.
Attention to the communication process is easily confused
with friendliness instead of ensuring that the choices that are
made are applied appropriately and uniformly. Therefore, in
our point of view, it is relevant to evaluate the quality of
IDRs regularly with a quantitative instrument. All 3 ICUs
that were rated in this study had considered their IDRs to be
adequately performed, and they were surprised by our study
results (Table 2).

For example, Table 2 revealed higher scores in ICU 1 and
ICU 2 than ICU 3 on secondary problems, short-term
interventions, and encouraging input of nurses. At the same
time, the main problem, developing explicit patient goals and
long-term interventions, was less discussed. The finding that
all 3 ICUs rated low on the indicator “It is clear who is
responsible for performing tasks” (Table 2) was not
surprising to some leading intensivists. They had experi-
enced that appointments made during IDRs frequently
needed confirmation or extra explanation to junior physi-
cians and ICU nurses because of different interpretations,
and they planned ward rounds immediately after the IDRs.
This is an ineffective, inefficient way of discussing daily
patient care. Therefore, we feel that our developed
instrument may be helpful in improving quality and
efficiency of IDR.

The use of the instrument in the ICU includes 2 levels,
including the rating of the 10 essential quality indicators or
all 19 indicators that assess both the essential and the
supportive indicators. The rating of the essential indicators
is appropriate for real-time assessment. To rate all
indicators, we feel that it is necessary to use videotaped
IDRs. These tapes are helpful in the process of evaluation
and feedback.

The IDR Assessment Scale has the benefit of being
simple, it is derived from daily practice, and it is easily
applicable. However, as with other outcomes scales, there is a
trade-off between providing a full description and making the
scale simple enough for practical use. Future studies may (1)
enable expansion of the scale for predictive value for
outcomes such as staff satisfaction, patient and family
satisfaction, and clinical outcome; (2) test the IDR Assess-
ment Scale in other ICUs to establish general applicability;
and (3) enable expansion of the scale for measuring
improvement of the performed IDR after interventions.

In conclusion, this study showed that the quality of IDRs can
be reliably assessed for patient plan of care and process. The
IDR Assessment Scale had satisfactory interrater reliability,
excellent overall item score correlations, and acceptable internal
consistency. Our instrument may provide feedback for ICU
professionals andmanagers to develop adjustments in quality of
care. Testing the IDR Assessment Scale in other ICUs may be
required to establish general applicability.
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